
The attack of Perados was a success. You and your fellow travelers
have their arms loaded with bags of gold.

It's time to hang up and come home to enjoy all that money.
But the road to the house is strewn with pitfalls and the desire to

share the loot diminishes as you go ...

Sebastien AUBRY



Game rules
Material :

- 3 six-sided dice 
- 2 A4 route board (that make an A3)
- 3 defensive cards of several levels for each event
- 2 points counters (the loot and Buffalo Gilles's share)
- 1 rules booklet

Goal :
Bring Buffalo Gilles back home, alive, if possible alone and as rich as you can. In other words,
save the money, make the rest of the gang disappear and help him survive until his home.

Setup : 
Install the route board and choose one defensive card for each event. There are 3 difficulty
levels (       : easy /               : medium /                        : hard). Do not have to choose the same
difficulty level for all. 
Take the 2 points counters and circle 20 bags on the loot's one and 5 on the Buffalo Gilles' one.

How to play :
Roll 3 dice, without forgetting to cross out a barrel on the left of the route board (then in the
middle), and choose 2 of them for the attack (route board) and 1 for the defense (separated
card). For the attack, circle the symbol at the crossing, for the defense circle the symbol of
your choice in the column corresponding to the dice value. 

Special cases : There is a one or more 6
- if you choose it for attack, cross off a grey box on the route board or circle the bonus symbol, 
which will be available until the end of the game, if the first two grey cases are already crossed
out. Use the 2 other dice for the defense. 
- if you choose it for defense, first circle a symbol for the attack with the 2 other dice and then 
reroll 2 dice. When you have obtained 2 non-6 values, cross off a symbol on the route board 
respecting the next priorities :

1. A symbol already circled
2. A loot symbol or a bank symbol
3. A black cowboy
4. The special symbol
5. A brown cowboy
6. A cactus

In attack, if the dice results doesn't allow to do something (ex : symbol already circled), do
nothing and the third die is used for the defense as explained before.
However, if the dice result can't be solved on the defensive card, the player has to proceed as
if it was a 6.



Note :
Whenever, the player can throw the 3 dice again if he doesn't like the results. Just have to
crossed out a new barrel. It's not possible to throw again the 2 dice that follow the obtention
of a 6. 

End of an event :
An event is finished when the player has circled 5 symbols ont the route board  (excluding
bonus from column 6). 
Then, it's allowed to substitute one or two of these symbols by bonus ones earned before
(pocket revolver, prison ball), except cacti. 

Note : The defensive card will not necessary has 5 symbols too, it could be more or less.

Recruitment :
Between each events, the player can try a recruitment of new cowboys for his gang. There are 
two possibilities :

- Roll the 3 dice, without forgetting to cross off a barrel. Each 6 correspond to a new brown 
cowboy. Two 6 give directly a black one. 
- Cross off a barrel and exchange a new black cowboy for two brown cowboys of your gang.  

End of the game :
The game ends in the following cases :

- All cowboys of the gang are dead or at least Buffalo Gilles (located at the entrance to the
path) .
- All barrels have been crossed off.
- Buffalo Gilles is arrived home.
- All events have been resolved.

Counting points:
The  final  score  is  the  total  number  of  coin  bags  obtained  by  Buffalo  Gilles.  This  number
corresponds to the bags of his personal share as well as the share or all of the rest of the loot
that he has managed to obtain.



Example :

• First throw 

• Second throw 

• Third throw 

• Fourt throw 

• Fifth throw We re-roll 2 dice for the defense : 

• Sixth throw 

• Seventh throw 

The river crossing is successful because : 

- there are more             than          .

-   cancels the effect of           .

- There are more       involved than        , so no loss of money is to be regretted.

We can move 1         from the loot to Buffalo Gilles' share beacause the  3          are circled.

Then, we can circle 1        of our choice on the defensive card of the             we have chosen.

Note : the pocket revolver is not acquired because is not circled.

Finally, we can go to the next event.



Example 2 :

The river crossing is failed because : 

- There are more             than           .

So the      and the      circled are dead and you lose their shares of the loot.  

Even if it's failed, we can go to the next event.



Example 3 :

The river crossing is successful because : 

- There are more             than          .

But there is 1 more            than cowboys so one of them has to die. Because you have circled
one of each color, you can choose the one you want you kill.



the river 
You recently left Perados and already the first obstacles stand in your way. In front of you, a
tumultuous river blocks your passage. No bridge for miles around. All you have to do is try to
cross it, but beware of the current which may carry you away with your loot at any time. Many
trees line this river, a bag can quickly get stuck there. Finally, it is better to act quickly, it would
be a shame to come face to face with a bear ...

ATTAck
One at least is necessary for a successful crossing of the river. In the event of death,
the circled color determines which gang member to strike out.

Useless. Moreover, its presence among the 5 attack symbols decreases the chances
of success.

One at least is necessary to try to keep all of the loot. The greater its number, the
greater the chances of protecting the loot.

Cancels the bear's effect.

Attack BONUS
Matches a circled symbol when sharing loot (last optional event) .

DEFENSE
Makes crossing the river more difficult. If its number is greater than the number of
loot symbols, then the crossing is unsuccessful and all the cowboys involved are
dead and their shares* of the loot are lost.

Represents  a  threat  to  cowboys.  If  its  number  is  greater  than  the  number  of
cowboys involved, then the difference between these two numbers is the number
of cowboys who die.

Slows the progress of cowboys in the river. If its number is greater than or equal to
the number of cowboys involved, then the number of bags contained in the loot
decreases by 1.

DEFENSE penalty
Allows to transfer one of the loot bags to Buffalo Gilles' share if the 3 symbols are
circled.
 

* example : There are still 19 bags in the loot and 3 cowboys (without counting Buffalo Gilles).
If one die because of the waterfalls, the player has to cross out one cowboy and his share, i.e. 6
bags from the loot. (19/3 = 6.33 rounded down is 6) 



Indian retaliation 
The river crossing went better than expected and you can take the trail back. At the end of a
bend you come across Saturday Night Feather and his tribe. They are there to make you pay
for your last trip to San Biafine. Their quivers are full of arrows and they thirst for vengeance. If
you succumb, they won't hesitate to grab your booty ...

ATTAck
One at least is necessary to resist this new Indian attack. In the event of death, the
circled color determines which gang member to strike out. 

Useless. Moreover, its presence among the 5 attack symbols decreases the chances
of success.

One at least is necessary to try to keep all of the loot. The greater its number, the
greater the chances of protecting the loot.

Attack BONUS
Allows to roll the 3 dice again to circle a sixth symbol on the route board or to use 
in addition a bonus symbol earned before. This action can be done in each event 
and the player doesn't need to cross off a barrel.

DEFENSE
Allows to defend the Indians.  If its number is greater than that of loot symbols,
then the attack is unsuccessful and all the cowboys involved are dead  and their
shares* of the loot are lost.

Allows to defend the Indians by killing cowboys. If its number is greater than that of
the cowboys one, then the difference between these two numbers correspond to
the cowboys killed.

Lets scare away your gang by dropping some money. If its number is greater than 
or equal to the number of cowboys involved, then the number of bags contained in
the loot decreases by 2.

DEFENSE penalty
Allows to transfer two of the loot bags to Buffalo Gilles' share if the 3 symbols are
circled.
 

* cf. The river



the desert
You have somehow managed to pass between the Indian arrows and once again resume your
journey  home.  It  was  without  counting  on  the  harshness  of  the  climate.  In  front  of  you
stretches, as far as the eye can see, an arid desert populated by scorpions. Under a blazing
sun, you drag your loot in front of the vultures who watch for the least of your weaknesses ...

ATTAck
One at least is necessary for a successful crossing of the desert. In the event of
death, the circled color determines which gang member to strike out.

Useless. Moreover, its presence among the 5 attack symbols decreases the chances
of success.

One at least is necessary to try to keep all of the loot. The greater its number, the
greater the chances of protecting the loot.

Cancels the sun's effect.

Attack BONUS
Allows to imprison one of the gang members every time it is used.

DEFENSE
The vultures prowl and watch for the slightest error. If their number is greater than
the number of "loot" symbols, then the desert crossing is unsuccessful and all the
cowboys involved are dead and their shares* of the loot are lost.

Makes the desert particularly hostile. If its number is greater than the number of
cowboys involved, then the difference between these two numbers is the number
of cowboys who die.

Slows the progress of cowboys in the desert. If its number is greater than or equal
to the number of cowboys involved, then the number of bags contained in the loot
decreases by 2.

DEFENSE penalty
Allows to transfer 2 of the loot bags to Buffalo Gilles' share if the 3 symbols are
circled. 

* cf. The river



THE saloon
After a long wandering, you finally join civilization and can hope to see your wives and children
again one day. As soon as you enter the town of Alastone, you push open the doors of the
saloon in search of some refreshing drinks. Quickly grayed out, you let yourself be embarked
on a game of poker ... Be careful not to leave all your loot there.

ATTAck
One at least is  necessary when going to the saloon. In the event of death, the
circled color determines which gang member to strike out.

Useless. Moreover, its presence among the 5 attack symbols decreases the chances
of success.

One at least is necessary to try to keep all of the loot. The greater its number, the
greater the chances of protecting the loot.

Cancels the beer's effect.

Attack BONUS
Allows to obtain 6 additional game turns. Valid once.

DEFENSE
Play, at the risk of losing everything. If its number is greater than the number of
"loot" symbols, then the exit  to the saloon is unsuccessful and all  the cowboys
involved are dead and their shares* of the loot are lost.

Allows you to defend the saloon by attacking the cowboys. If its number is greater
than the number of  cowboys  involved,  then the difference between these two
numbers is the number of cowboys who die.

Alcohol should be consumed in moderation. If its number is greater than or equal
to the number of cowboys involved, then the number of bags contained in the loot
decreases by 3.

DEFENSE penalty
Allows to transfer 2 of the loot bags and one bonus one to Buffalo Gilles's share  if
the 3 symbols are circled. 

* cf. The river



THE BANK
Your morale is restored, you are about to leave the town of Alastone. Despite the promise you
made to yourself to stop, you can't resist the urge to rob one last bank ... Just for the road! It's
risky, you start to be known and the sheriff and his deputies know that you are around ... It's
up to you to make sure that this robbery is not the one too many!

ATTAck
One at least is necessary to try to rob the bank. The brown one is able to carry 1
bag from the bank's safe and the black one, 2.

Useless. Moreover, its presence among the 5 attack symbols decreases the chances
of success.

One at least is necessary to rob the bank. The more there are, the greater the 
chances of success.

Attack BONUS
Allows to empty up the safe box without condition, except of successing the theft.

DEFENSE
Allows to defend the bank. If its number is greater than that of the bank, then the
theft is unsuccessful and all the cowboys involved are dead.
and
Allows to  defend the train,  the saloon,  the stagecoach and the bank by killing
cowboys. If its number is greater than that of the cowboys one, then the difference
between these two numbers correspond to the cowboys killed.

Decreases the leverage of the cowboys during the attack of the bank. If its number
is greater than or equal to the cowboys one, then the player robs one bag less than
expected.

DEFENSE penalty
Allows to add one more bag of money to the loot, only if the 3 symbols are circled.



The rival gang
Finally, it's hard to shun those few bags of extra coins. It was the last great thrill before a return
to normal. Now nothing can stop you from finding your home ... Nothing? It was talking too
fast. Your exploits have created jealousy and Kurt Thoat and his gang intend to make the most
of your work. You will  have to stay united and on your guard if  you want to continue the
adventure ...

ATTAck
One at least is necessary to face the rival gang. In the event of death, the circled
color determines which gang member to strike out.

Useless. Moreover, its presence among the 5 attack symbols decreases the chances
of success.

One at least is necessary to try to keep all of the loot. The greater its number, the
greater the chances of protecting the loot.

Attack BONUS
Allows to add 3 more bags in Buffalo Gilles' share.

DEFENSE
If its number is greater than the number of loot symbols, then the duel is lost and
all cowboys involved are dead and their shares* of the loot are lost.

If their number is greater than the number of cowboys involved, then the 
difference between these two numbers is the number of cowboys who die.
The music does not bode well. If its number is greater than or equal to the number
of cowboys involved, then 3 bags of the loot are dropped in place.

DEFENSE penalty
Allows to add 2 more bags of money to the loot, only if the 3 symbols are circled.

* cf. The river



Sharing the loot  (optional)

At best, you would have arrived home with your pockets full of gold. But part of your gang is
always claiming their share of the loot. However, after so many trials overcome, the idea of
sharing is no longer relevant to you. You are therefore ready to do anything to monopolize
everything...

ATTAck
One at least is necessary to try to keep the loot to you. If its number is greater than
the number of opposing cowboys then the difference between these two numbers
corresponds to the number of cowboys who die.

Useless. Moreover, its presence among the 5 attack symbols decreases the chances
of success.

One at least is necessary to try to keep all of the loot. The greater its number, the
greater the chances of protecting the loot.

Allows to get rid of the last members of the gang (only if the event is successful and
3 are circled)

Attack BONUS
Matches a circled symbol.

DEFENSE
If his number is greater than the number of "loot" symbols, then the duel is lost
and only Buffalo Gilles' personal share remains in his possession.
If his number is equal to the number of "loot" symbols, then Buffalo Gilles gets a
share of the loot plus his personal share.

If their number is greater than the number of surrounded cowboys, then Buffalo
Gilles dies and the game is lost.

Useless. His presence in the suit cripples the chances of the rest of the gang.



Notoriety

  From 0 to 5 From 6 to 12 From 13 to 19 From 20 to 25 More than 25 

Old man pilferer Bad guy Holy terror legend























player AID
For each event finished ( i.e, 5 symbols circled on the route board, without couting an eventual

bonus), we must check the 3 following comparisons, in their order of appearance, to define if the
event is successful and how many bags of money can be put or robbed.

ATTAck DEFENSE EFFEcT

1 <
The event is unsuccessful.

All       /        involved for this event
are dead. They have to be crossed

out in the gang. 
And their shares* of the loot are

lost**.
(       )

< ** except for the bank attack.

2 / <
The difference between these 2

values correspond to the number
of        /        involved for this event

who die.
They have to be crossed out in the

gang.
(      /     )

3 /
still
ALIVE

≤

(-1)

The player must remove from the
loot the number of bags indicated

in brackets, except for the bank
attack where he robs one bag less

than expected.

(-2)

(-2)

(-3)

(-3)
* example : There are still 19 bags in the loot and 3 cowboys (without counting Buffalo Gilles). If one die 
because of the waterfalls, the player has to cross out one cowboy and his share, i.e. 6 bags from the loot. 
(19/3 = 6.33 rounded down is 6) 


